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Education is a continuing process in which the responsibility is shared by students,

parents and guardians, sch65/1-;and society. This statement of goals of the edu-

cational program is designed to provide direction for educational planning and the

development of specific goals. . .

6 .r-'
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The goals, while interrelated and describing a total educational program, are listed

in three categories to illustrate major relationships between the student and tHe

program. The goals are not listed in order of importance, since this will vary with

the needs of individual students.

RELATION TO THE WORLD OF KNOWLEDGE

.IN THE MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS, the student will be provided with

opportunities to

Develop a desire for learning.
Develop competencies in reading, other communication skills, compUtatyonall

skills, and study skillet
Develop and apply generalizations that emerge from the study of single

and/or interrelated disciplines.
DeiTelop an inquiry or problem solving approach to learning.
Become aware of educational and career opportunities; develop habits,

attitudes, and skills that contribute to occupational satisfaction.

RELATION TO THE WORLD OF SELF

IN THE MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS, the student will be provided with

opportunities to

Develop positive feelings about self and the relationship to family and others.

Develop special talents and creative abilities.
Develop habit's, attitudes and understandings necessary to maintain good

physical and mental health.
Develop an appreciation of the aesthetic aspects of life.

Develop skills in making value judgments and in using these judgments

in decision making.

RELATION TO SOCIETY

IN.THE MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS, the student shall be provided with

opportunities to

Develop the ability to live and work cooperatively with others of varying

life styles, socio-economic backgrounds, ethnic/racial compositions,

religious persuasions, and talents.

.
Acquire the understandings necessary to contribute to a better

environment.
Develop the skills, knowledges, and altitudes necessary to assume

a responsible role in our democratic society.

Understand the critical and evolving need for :International

cooperation.

r
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Rationale .

A BASIC RATIONALE
TOR'SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION

Social Studies education has a two-fold purpose: enhancement
of human dignity through learning and commitment to rational
processes as principal means of attaining that end. Although
this dual purpose is shared with other curricular areas, it
clearly directs the particular purposes and the guidelineS for
social studies education.

Human dignity means equal access to the rights and responsibil-
ities associated with membership in a culture. In American culture,
human dignity has long included ideas such as due process of law,

q social andoabonomic justice, democratic decision-making, free speech,
religious freedom, self-respect and group identity.

Rational processes ref ell to any systematic intellectual efforts
to generate, validate, or apply knowledge. They subsume both
the logical and empirical modes. Rationality denotes a critical
and questioning approach to knowledge, but also implies a need
for discovering, proposing, and creating.

But without action, neither knowledge nor rational processes are
of much consequence. Whatever students of the social studies
learn should impel them to, apply their knowledge, abilities, and
commitments toward the improvement of the human condition.

As knowledge without action is impotent, so action without
knowledge is reprehensible. Those who seek to resolve social

issues without concomit understanding tend not only to
behave irresponsibly and erratically but in ways that damage ,
their of li future and the human condition. Therefore, knowl-
edge, reason, commitment tohuman dignity, and action are to
be regarded as complementary and inseparable..

E;
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Knowledge Objectives K-12
.:.nowledge about the real world and knowledge about the ,worthiness of
personal and social judgmeilis are basic objectives of social studies
instruction. A major task of social studies education is to demon-
strate the power of rationally-based knowledge to facilitate human
survivil wfl progress, *hile at the sdme time demonstrating that the
means of nersuaSion to this point of view are quite as important as
the ends.

The broad function of knowledge, whatever its source, is to provide the
reservoir of data, idflas, concepts, generalizations, and theories which,
in combination with thinking, valuing, and social partibiPation, can
be used by the student to function rationally and humanely.

Skill and Process Objectives K-12

Skills and processes provide the means of achieving obje tiv s hose

who are able and skillful reach their objectives efficien . Included
in the skill and processes concept are intellectual skills; data processing,
and human relations competencies.

Skills and processes are not developed as a result of accumulating infor-
mation, isolated drill sessions, or exhortations. Instead, these profi-
ciencies are syStematically planned for by curriculum workers and teachers.
Equally important, however, is the recognition of skills as the critical
bond between knowledge, valuing and social participation.

Affective Objectives K-12
Social studies education neither can nor should evade questions of value.

Social studies education should avoid mere indoctrination. Neither young

people nor society will deal constructively with present social realities

through blind acceptance of specified ways of basic cultural values.

The school can help the students recognize that among people there are

many sets of values rooted in experience and legitimate in terms of

culture. Such a realization is a'force against ethnocentrism.

The school can provide opportunities for free examination of the value

dileiunas underlying social issues'and problematic situations in the every-
day lives of students.. Moreover, the school can make clear its own valuing

of human dignity by practicing it in the school as a whole and in social

studies classrooms. )

-4-



KisIONVI Er)C3166 OBJECTIVES

K

CONCEPTS

-I. Develops an undertanding of the relationships
between human beings and their social and physical
environments in the past and present; developsan
understanding of the origins, interrelationships,
and effects of beliefs, values, and behavior pat-
terns; and applies this knowledge to new sitda-
tionsand date.

(2,

A. Acquires knowledge about social
organizations.

1. Identifies some groups that
human beings form (e.g., family,
peer, community, national and
international) and indicates
some reasons why these groups
form.

A

2. Identifies some preferences
among people that leadto group
identification (e.g" common

- interest, common heritage).

FAMILY
GROUP

GROUP
NEIGHBORHOOD
VALUES

FAMILY VARIATIONS

PEER GROUP

CULTURE GROUP

WORK GROUPS IN
VARIOUS SOCIETIES

CAREER]
VALUES

-6-
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ACTION

MODERN CULTURES
NONMODERN
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NATIONS 41

HISTORICAL
EVIDENCE
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GOVERNMENT
CITY -

.

RELIGION 1
STATE

.

CULTURE GROUP
CULTURE
SIMILARITIES

FAMILY
0

RELIGION 4

PEER GROUPS

1

HISTORICAL
EVIDENCE

TRADITIONS

.

.

HERITAGE 4- MATERIAL
CULTURENATIONS



KNOWLEDGE 0130CTIVrk:4

ontinued

CONCEPTS.

3° Describes some of,the.functions
of family and peer groups in
our society°

L. Gives examples of some basic
institutions in the community
(e.g., educational-schools,
legal -law enforcement agencies,
financial-banks, health care-
'hospitals, business-stores and
factories) and describes some
of the functions of the insti-
tutions.

5. Identifies "cultural universals"
such as shelter, food, communi-
cations, socialization, family
organization and religion;
recognizes these "cultural uni-
versals" in different forms in
different cultures.

B. Acquires knowledge about the
relationships between human beings
And social environme0s, under-
stands sometof the effects of
these relationships; and makes
value judgments about the
consequencei of these relationships.

FAMILY
GROUP

SCHOOL
GROUP
RULES

FAMILY LIFE
--COMMUNITY

NEEDS/WANTS
FOOD;SHELTER
PROTECTION
EDUCATION; SELF
FAMILY; GROUP

1k.

Iii
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WORK GROUPS FAMILY'STRUCTURE FAMILY VALUES
ROLES LAWS
STATUS TRADITIONS
POWER

. RULES
AUTHORITY

- PEE PRESSURE4

CITY; SUBURB RULES; LAWS 'NATION; RULES INTERNATIONAL

LAW; CITY MEGALOPOLIS CITIES LAW INSTITUTIONS

BUSINESS SERVICE CENTER REPRESENTATION
commuNITy EDUCATIONAL GOVERNMENT

CENTER
. STATE OECONOMIC/SNIAL

INSTITUTI S
CENTRAL BUSINESS
DISTRICT

e

SOCIAL INTER- HUMAN NEEDS
ACTION RELInON 4

COMMUNICATION
.

.

%*

-RESOURCE USE CULTURE USE OF HISTORICAL USE OF RESOURCES
SIMILARITIES/ EVIDENCE TECHNOLOGY

. CHANGE/DIFFER- MODERN/NON-
ENCES MODERN

. MATERIAL /NON-
MATERIAL

.,-,

r
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KN JWL EDGE OBJECTIVES

Ma
continued

CO!410EPTS

1. Identifies some,influenceS family

and peer groups have on individual

behavior and at+itudes (e.g.,

choice of clothes, food, language,

recreation, attitudes toward other

people and institutions such as

education).

2. Idkifies indivjduals and groups

whose efforts, Obas, or inventions

have significantly affected the

lives of other human beings and

describes their contributions.

3. Identifies ideas and inventions

that have changed the Drays people

live (including one's own life)

and describes these changes.
.0

4. Describes some ways, ideas,

customs, and inventions that have

been transmitted and spread frQ111

one people to another°

Tale; FAMILY
GROUP; SCHOOL
RULES; VALUES

LEADER].
CHANGE

PEER INTERACTION
LANGUAGE

GROUP .

TIME

TOOLS

CHANGE

LANGUAGE

INTERACTION
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SOCIALIZATION
PEER RELATION

r I

MODERN/NON-
MODERN CULTURES

SHIPS _ 10

.
,

.,

CHANGE,

ROLES
STATUS

`..

..
VALUES

,

.

TECHNOLOGY
AUTOMOBILE

2
.

. USE OF HISTORICAL
EVID IOC E

USE OF HISTORICAL
EVIDENCE

VALUES
.

TOOLS A'TD

TECHNOLOGY

I,

TOOLS AND TECH
NOLOGY 1,-,-

MATERIAL CULTURE
INTERDEPENDENCE

1 ECONOMIC

SOCIAL,
CHANGE

, ,,

POLITICAL.
11-

I

TRADE

,

,

.

CULTURE CHANGE

IMMIGRATION/
MIGRATION

USE OF HISTORICAL
EVIDENCE

0

INTERDEPENDENCE
CULTURE CONTACT

-

-

,

41 0

COMMUNICATION

.

MOBILITY
0

-

.

\

CULTURE CONTACT

s,

INDUSTRIALIZATION

-...d-

TECHNOLOGY
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KN JWL FDGE OFAIECIIVES

continued

CONCEPTS

o Acquires knowledge about the re-
lationships betwe0 hutan beings
and the physical environment; ex-
plains some of the effects of these
relationships; and makes value
judgments about the consequenCes
onthese relationships.

1. Ide2lItifiesAhe major features
of the physical environment.'

2. Describes some ways human beings
have adapted to or modified their
physical environment and identi-
fies some reasons for these
changes.

ti

ti

3. Identifieksome positive and
negative influences of technology
(e.g., inventions and methods of
production) on'the relationship
-between human beings and the
physical environment.

SEASONS 4

TIME
MAPS/GLOBES AC

CLIMATE

CHANGE; TIME 4
SELF

EARTH

SHELTER, CLOTHING

CHANGE
TIME
LANGUAGE
CONSERVATION
POLLUTION

_1 4

SPECIALIZATIOK
TOOLS
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PHYSICAL FEATURE4

NATURAL RESOURCES 4

ECOLOGY, ECO-
SYSTEM

USE
IFFERENT KINDS
OF COMMUNITIES

COMMUNITY SERNaCI

4

CITY SITE AND
SITUATION

SUBURBS
POPULATION DEN-
SITY

CITY SERVICES

RESOURCES

COMMUNITIES
MIGRATION 4k
SHELTER
CLOTHING

OkerOBILITY

C

0

COLONIZATION

MIGRATION
INDUSTRIALIZA-
TION

URBANIZATION
rNDUST4IALIZATION

CULTURE CHANGE ,

0.

MODERN CULTURE
NON-MODERN
CULTURE

TOOLS AND
TECHNOLOGY

TOOLS AND
TECHNOLOGY

INTERDEPENDENCE

I
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D. Acquires knowledge about
decision-making processes.

SFTP; GROUP
CHANGE; R14,E5
PEER/FAMTfY.

,DECISIONS

WANTS /NEEDS

WORK

CHANGE ,

WORK

I t) ,

.

.

1. Gives examples of some decisions
made at home, in school, and in
peer groups which affect the indi-
vidual; identifies who makes.
these decisions; describes how
these decisions have affected
individual behavior.

.
.

2. Identifies decisions made about
the production and distribution
of goods in a community and
suggests some reasons for these
decisions.

.

3. Identifies some decisions made
about serliices in the community
(e.g., protectian, health care,
transportation) and Identifies
some reasons for these decisions.

,

,

S

D

, s

.

'GO

.

.

PP
0

FA
P:

? ..)
.

00]

S:

SP:
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HOOL
IS IONS

INDIVIDUAL ROLES
(OTHER CULTURES)

ROLES; STATUS
AUTHORITY

PRODUCTION COSTS

DUCERS/
NSUMERS
DS & SERVICES
TOES OF
EDUCTION CTION

U: SERVICES

FA' TORS OF PRO-4

TRADE
MARKET SYSTEM41--

INDUSTRIALIZATION SUPPLY/DEMAND
TOOLS-TECHNOLOGY

Iturri
VICES
IALIZATION

z

SERVICES
SOC I RESPON-4
SIB LITY

STATE SERVICES FEDERAL SERVICES

17

I

POVERTY
POPULATION
INTERDEPENDENCE
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b.

continued K

CONCEPTS.

4. "Identifies same influences on
`consumer decisions (e:g., geo-
graphic location, life style,
advertising, level of income'
and peer pressure).

5. Demonstrates knowledge of the
A reasons for rules and laws
) within a society.

6. Descylbes same of the reasons.
why people 14or 14 gaveAlynts.

\

7. Identifies the structure and
function of government within
their school and community.

8. Identifies ways in which indi-
viduals or groups can suppoft
or affect changes in decisions
that have been made.

4

SITU; PEER GROUP
FAMILY; CHANGE
MEDIA

GROUPS
SAFETY4

SOCIAL INTEREST .

S4FETY4

RULES; SCHOOL 4

LEADERSHIP

PARTICIPATION

FAIRNESS
ORDER
HARMONY
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NEEDS/WANTS

SOCIAL ORDER
JUSTICE
RULES; LAWS
AUTHORITY /POWER.

'STATUSECONOMIC

--""

.

REVOLUTION

lo

1

P TICIPATION
T EPENDENEI

--
GOVERNING
PROCESS/
FUNCTIONS,
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REPRESENTATION 4--
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SERVICES INDEPPINDENCE
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6
K

CONCEPTS
,

0
,

.

.
.

cp. Apcquires knowledge about conflict
and the impact it has on individual
and group relationships and makes
value judgments about these relation-
ships.

- 1. Gives examples of conflict that can COMMUNICATION
occur within and between families CHANGE
and peer groups and identifies some MP

. 4

of the reasons for such conflict. VALUES
RULES

.

2. Describes some ways people react CHANGE
to conflict in family and peer
groups.

, 0

3. Nolains how conflict may effect
.CHANGE _

rel tiopships between individuals .
.

and betty en groups of people. .

.

l'
e

4, Suggests constructive ways of
handling conflict situations in

CHANGE
COMPROMISE

,
.

family and peer groups. COMMUNICATION

F. Expresses awareness of some of the

.
beliefs and value expressed by
people and recoeizes that the times

,,, and places in which people live in-

fluence their beliefs, values and
behaviors. .

.

, .

20 .
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0.41010/1 ;CAE OBJECTIVES

continued

. CONCEPTS

K
1. Identifies objects, feelings and

ideas important to people in dif-
ferent places and at different

times.

2. Describes ways people express
their feelings and preferences
for objects and ideas.

G. Demonstrates knowledge af ways
beliefs and values are transmitted
in various cultures.

1. Describes ways beliefs and values
are transmitted in own family
and peer groups.

2. Describes ways beliefs and values
are transmitted between people in
another culture

VALUES ;1

TRADITION

LIFE STYLES
ECONOMIC CHOICES
SPECIAL CELEBRATIONS

EDUCATION
-SELF
FAMILY
GROUP
COMMUNICATION.

H. Acquires knowledge about some of
the influences beliefs and values
have on relationships between
people.

1. Gives examples of ways a family or
peer group's beliefs and valAes
influence one's relationship with
other people.

COMMTICATION 4

SEX ROLES/ATTITUDES
RACIAL ATTITUDES
GROUP MEMBERSHIP/
PREFERENCE

-13-
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RELIGION

.

RELIGION
CULTURAL DIFFER-
ENCES/SIMILARI-

-
.

TIES.'

CULTURE CHANGE/
TRADITIONS
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FORM OF GOVERN-
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PUBLIC FIGURES
PERSONAL/INFLU-
ENCE

0

.

1
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Develops the competenpies to acquire,
organize, and evaluate information
_for purposes of solving problems and
clarifying issues.

.

A. Identifies the central
situation; identifies the
issue in a dispute.

problem in a
major

..

B. Applies divergent thinking in formu-
lating hypotheses and generaliza-
tions capable of being tested.

C. Identifies and locates sources of
information and evaluates the
reliability and relevance of
these sources.

. Identifies and locates sources of
information (e.g., authorities or
Resource people, books on subject,
encyclopedias, maps, globes,
pictures, televisionr radio,
personal experiences, fiction,
artistic representations).

.

_

D. Demonstrates ability to use reli-
able sources of information.

1. Uses more than one. source to .

obtain information.

2. Develops questions appropriate for
obtaining information from sources.,

3. Records observations and infor-
t4 nation obtained from sources.

A .

0

2'i
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SKILL AND PkCiCESS ourcTIVPS

continued K

E1 Organizes, analyzes, interprets
and synthesizes information
obtained from various sources.

1. Identifies central elements
in information.

2. Classifies information.

3. Distinguishes statements of fact
from statements of opinion.

h. Recognizes simple logical errors.

(75. Differentiates between points
of view.

Recognizes inadequacies or omic-
sione in information.

7. Makes inferences.

[

. Uses summarized information to test
hypothesis, draw conclusions,
offer solutions to problems,
clarify issues, or make predictions

G. Validates outcome of investigation.

1. Tests solutions to problem or
//- issue when possible.

2. Modifies solutions in light of
new factors or considerations.

H. Appraises judgments and values
that are involved in the choice of
a- course of action.

1

-15-



PROCESS' 013fihrriVriS

continued

1. Identifies criteria for judging
the projected or actuol outcomes
of a course of action

2. Applies established criteria to
projected or actual consequences
of a proposed course of action.

21;
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K- 6

Has a positive self-concept, examines
own beliefs and values, recognizes the
relationship between awn value structure
and own behavior ancedevelops human
relations skills that enable one to act
in the interest of self and others.

A. Expresses awareness of the character
istics that give one ,iaentity.

1. Identifies a range of individual
(personal) characteristics.

2. Identifies the chai'acteristics of
the groups, institutions or associ-

4 ations with which one identifies.

3. Identifies the similarities and
differences between one's own
characteristics and those of the
groups with whin one identifies.

B. Expresses awareness of one's goals
(aspiAtion) the goals of the groups
with which one identifies and
correlates those goals.

1. Identifies one's own goals.

2. Identifies glom of the goals of the
groups, institutions or associ-
ations with which one identifies.

C. ELXpresses awareness of the relative,
strengths of oneself and the groups
with which one identifies; recognize
the societal barriers to full de-
velopment that may exist; suggests
ways of maximizing one's effective-
ness.

0r1

0

-17-
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.

0 0 0 0
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1. Identifies one's strengths.

2. Identifies the strengths of the
groups, institutions and associ-
ations with which one identifies.

3. Identifles the relationship
between one's strengths and the
strengths of the groups with which
one identifies.

.

.

.

0

. . .

"1/4,

101

D. Examines own beliefs and valves and
the relationphip between these and

behavior.
.

1. Describes own feelings and prefer-
ences about people,"beliartnd
ways of life.

2.iDescribes ways one expresses own °
feelings and preferences about
people, beliefs and ways of life.

3. Demonstrates a growing awareness
of responsibility for his own

, behavior.

4. Demftstrates awareness of one's
own acts and how these affect
others.

.
,

5. Describes own personal response
(action or attitude) to a dilemma
situation and the possible conse-
quences of thisiresponse to self
and others. (/

6 Identifies own beliefs and values
and those of others in a dilemma
situation involving members of
family or peer group.

e
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.

v

,

.

.

.

0 0 0 4 0 6

7. Identifies alternative'responses to
a dilemma situation, considers the
possible consequences of these
responses and selects and defends
a position. .

\

.

, .

.

E. Develops the human relations skills
necessAry to communicate and inter-
act with others.

-

1. Has positive interactions with
individuals of all races,
religions, mental and physical
charip.cteristics when presented
with such opportunities.

2. Respects the.rights of others to
, behave id humanistic ways congruent)P

with their value systems.

3. Encourage others to express their
feelings and opinions.

1. Demonstrates understanding of
others' viewpoints and feelings.

5. Asks for clarifications and
elaboration of ideas of others.

6 Provides emotional and intellec-
tual support for others.

a

,

III

.

,

01.

I
.

n ,

,

4

F. States that every individual values
personal and social growth and ex-
presses awareness of ways the
physical, intellectual and social
conditions of human beings can'be
improved.

c
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AFFECTIVE j

continued

1. Expresses an interest in the physi-
cal, intellectual and social condi-
tions of human beings.

2. Suggests ways one can personally
and praCtically help in improving
the conditions of other bOings. 4

G. Expresses a commitment to the
importance of the rights of individ-Y
%leis and groups and to the import-
ance of access to the opportunity
to maximize personal and social
development.

1. Demonstrates respect for the rights
of other people and indicates why
such respect is important.

2. Acts in support of the roue or
laws of ones society; works re-
sponsibly to change those laws
which function unjustly.

H. Demonstrates effective involvement
in social interaction.

1. Participates in making decisions
at home, in school and in peer
groups.

2. Participates in setting, planning
and achieving the goals of the
groups to which one belongs.

3. Participates in social and economic
activities carried on in own

community.

K

4

u
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KNONI EL GE OBJECTIVES

LEVEL 7
CONCEPTS

I. Develops an understanding of the
relationships between human beings
and their social and physical envi-
ronments in the past and present;
develops an understanding of the
origins, interrelationships and
effects of beliefs, values, and
behavior patterns; and applies this
knowledge to new situations and data.

A. Acquires knowledge about social
organization.

1. Identifies some groups that human
beings form (e.g., family, peer,
community, 'national, and,inter-
national) and indicates some
reasons why these groups form.

2. Identifies some preferences among
people that lead to group identi-
fication (e.g., common interest,
common heritage).

3. Describes some of the functio
groups such as family, peer, c
munity, and national groups in
various cultures -and indicates how
and why these functions change and
why they differ.

4. Describes some of the functions of
basic institutions (e.g., edu-
cational, legal, religious, finan-
cial, health care, business) in
various cultures and indicates how
and why these functions change.

5. Identifiesincultural universals"
such as shelter, food, communi-

,
cations, socialization, family
organization and religion; recog-
nizes that these "cultural univer-
sals" take different forms in
various cultures and that these
forms change over time.

POLITICAL GROUPS
CULTURE REGIONS
CULTURAL BOUNDARIES

CUSTOMS UNIFORMITY
TRADITIONS ETHNICITY
TRAITS

TRADITIONS
CUSTOMS
TIME/DISTANCE
DIFFUSION

FAMILY
RELIGION
GOVERNMENT

RELIGION
SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
FAMILIES
POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS

31
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KNOW' EDGE our:TIN/ES

LEVEL 7
continued

CONCEPTS

6. DesCribes some of the basic pat-
terns of human. settlement (e.g.,
nomadic, village, city) and de-
scribes similarities and differ-
ences between these patterns.

B. Acouires knowledge' about therela-
tionships between human beings and
social environments; understands
some of the effects of these rela-
tionships; and makes value judge-
ments about the consequences of
these relationghips.

1. Identifies and describes some
influences groups (e.g., family,
peer) and institutions have on
individual behavior and attitudes
(e.g., choice of clothes; food,
language, recreation, attitUaes
toward other people and institu-
tions, anc; cultural perceptions).

2. Identifies individuals anoligroups

whose efforts, ideas, or Wen-
tions have significantly afrected
the lives of other human beings
and describes their contributions.

3. Describes major changes that have
occurred in the way people live or
work (including one's own life)
and explains what ideas and inven-
tions helped bring about these
changes.

4:Describes some ways ideap, customs
and inventions have bear trans-
mitted and spread from one people
to another.

5. Describes some factors that might
promote or inhibit change.

6. Describes some effects of popu-
lation density and growth on
the way people live.

URBAN /RURAL COREZONES

REGION
TRANSITIONAL ZONE

CUSTOMS
CULTURE
TRAITS
DIFFUSION

CHRONOLOGY
CULTURAL CHANGE/

INDUSTRIALIZATION
URBANIZATION
EVELOPED/UNDER-DEVELOPED
ADITION
DERNIZATION -
TERDEPENDENCE

TRADITION
SOCIALIZATION
INTERDEPENDENCE
ETHNICITY

DIFFUSION
COMMUNICATIOMVTRANSPORTATION

CULTURAL BARRIERS; PHYSICAL BARRIERS;; TIME/
DISTANCE; UNDER-DEVELOPED: SPATIAL LOCATION

URBANIZATION; SOCIO- ECONOMIC SYSTEMS;TERRITORY
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KNOWLEDG116 °BAC:IP/ES a

CONCEPTS
LEVEL 7

continued

7. Explains and evaluates some ways
in which human resources have been
allocated, utilized and conserved

iin the community, the nation and n
other soci*ties.

8., Gives examples of the achievements
and influences of various ethnic
groups on the development of a
particular cuAure.

C. Acquires knowledge about the rela-
tionships between human beings and
the' Olvsical environment; explains
some cif these relationships; and
makes value judgements about the
consequences of these relationships.

1. Identifies the major features of
the physical environment.

2. Describes some ways human beings
have adapted to or modified their
physical environment and explains
some reasons for and some effects
of these changes.

3. Explains some effects of technology
(e.g., inventions and methods of
production) on the relationship
between human beings and the
physical environment.

4. Explains and evaluates ways natural
resources have been allocated,
utilized, and conserved in the com-
munity, regions, the nation, and
other societies.

D. Acquires knowledge about decision-
making processes.. a

1. Gives examples of some decisions
made at home, in school, and in
peer groups which affect the indi-
vidual; identifies who makes these

MODERNIZATION/URBANIZATION
AGRICULTURE/COMMERCIAL
SUBSISTENCE FARMING

CULTURE TRAITS
CUSTOMS
DIFFUSION
INTERDEPENDENCE

PHYSICAL BARRIERS; NATURAL SETTING; SPATIAL
LOCATION; NATURAL RESOURutb; CLIMATE; REGIONS

URBANIZATION
DEVELOPED/UNDER-DEVELOPED REGIONS
INDUSTRIALIZATION

URBANIZATION -

INDUSTRIALIZATION
STANDARD OF LIVING
POPULATION

ECONOMIC SYSTEM
MARKET SYSTEM
DEVELOPED/UNDERDEVELOPED NATIONS

SOCIALIZATION

.7
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KNOW' FDGE otoEcTIYES
CONCEPTS

LEVEL 7
continued

decisions; describes how these
decisions have affected individual
behavior.

2..Identifies decisions Made about the
production and distribution of
goods in community, state and
national situations and suggests
some reasons for these decisions.

3. Identifies some decisions made
about services (e.g., protection,
health care, transportation) in
community, state and national situ-
ations and suggests some reasons
for these decisions.

). Explains the influence of geogra-
phic location, life style, adver-
tising, level of income, peer
pressure, and governmental actions
on consumer decisions and describes
individual or group actions taken
to protect the consumer.

5. Demonstrates knowledge of the
reasons for rules and laws within
a society.

6. Describes some of the reasons why
people form governments.

7. Identifies the structure and
function of government within
their school and community.

8. Explains the formal and informal
relationships among the branches
of the federal government.

9. Identifies. the relationships
among local, state and national
governments in terms of decision-
making.

ECONOM4 SYSTEM
STANDARD OF LIVING
MARKET SYSTEM

URBANIZATION/INDUSTRIALIZATION
TRANSPORTATION
LAWS/AUTHORITY
STANDARD OF LIVING

LAWS/AUTHORITY
EVIDENCE
RIGHTS/RESPONSIBILITIES

3,0
-25-



KNOW) EDGE OBJECTIVES

LEVEL 7
continued

CONCEPTS

10. Describes ways in which individuals
or groups can support or affect
changes in decisions that have
been made.

11. Identifies situations (e.g., home,
school, peer, community) where
individual or group participation
in decision-making has been
affected by lack of opportunity
and suggests some ways of increas-
ing participation.

12. Identifies and explains factors
affecting political decision-
making by elected officials,

13. Identifies some factors which have
contributed to the economic and

.political development of a parti-
cular country and explains how some
of these factors are related to the
decision-making process.

14. isentifies and explains some of the
pol4ifal and economic inter-
actions among nations.

E. Acquires knowledge about conflict
and the impact it has on individual
and group relationships and makes
value judgments about these
relationships.

1. Gives examples of conflict within
and between groups (e.g., family,
peer, school, community, national,
cultural) and identifies some
reasons for this conflict.

2. Describes'ways people react to
conflict in family, peer, school,
community and national situations.

EDUCATION

EDUCATION
COMMUNICATION /TRANSPORTATION
ENVIRONMENT
PHYSICAL. FEATURES
NATURAL/HUMAN RESOURCES
ECONOMIC SYSTEM

TRADE COMMUNICATION
DIFFUSION TRANSPORTATION

CUSTOMS CHANGE
TRAITS SPACE
TRADITIONS

CHANGE CULTURAL ISOLATION
DIFFUSION INTERDEPENDENCE

36
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KNOW' EDGE OBJECTIVES

LEVEL 7
CONCEPTS

12

continued

3. Describes ways conflict has been
handled in family, peer, school,
community and national situations
and evaluates the methods used in
handling such conflicts.

G. Explains how conflict may affect
relationships between individuals CHANGE DIFFUSION
and between groups of people. CULTURAL ISOLATION INTERDEPENDENCE

5. Suggests constructive ways of
handling conflict situations.

F. Expresses awareness of some of the
beliefs and values expressed by
people and recognizes that the times
and places in which people live
influence their beliefs, values
and behaviors.

1. Identifies objects, feelIngs-and
ideas important to people in
different times and exblains why CUSTOMS
some things are valued more in TRADITIONS
some places and times than ip CULTURE TRAITS
others.

2. Describes ways people express.4
their feelings and preferenges
for objects and ideas.

3. Infers beliefs, values, and life-
stylts from information about
the times and places in which
people live.

. Demonstrates knowledge of ways
belief's and values are transmitted
in various cultures.

1. Compares and contrasts the ways
beliefs and values are transmitted CULTURE BARRIERS RELATIVITY
in their society with ways by DIFFUSION INTERDEPENDENCE

BELIEFS
CHANGE.

TIME

CULTURAL EXPRESSIONS
(Art, Music, Literature)

which beliefs and val4es are
transmitted in another society. 3 t)
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KNOW' EDGE °air:JIVES

LEVEL 7
CONCEPTS

continued

2. Describes Ways beliefs and values
are transmitted between cultures.

H. Acquires knowledge about some of the
influences beliefs and values have
on relationships between peopOse.

1. Gives examples of influences of'
beliefs and values of members of
one's own family or peer group and
explains some of the possible
effects of these influences.

11

2. Compares and contrasts the beliefs
and values of WO groups. of people
and suggests the effects that the
similarities and differences in
beliefs and values may have on the
relationship between these two
groups.

3. Gives examples of differences in
beliefs and values that have
created a division between two
groups of people, identifies alter-
native ways of dealing with the

situation and explains the con-

sequences of each alternative.

Nit

DIFFUSION
INTERDEPENDENCE

CULTURAL TRAITS
ETHNICITY

CUSTOMS
TRADITIONS

CONFLICT DIFFUSION
CUSTOMS
TRADITIONS

INTERDEPENDENCE
MODERNIZATION

CULTURAL ISOLATION

CUSTOMS
TRADITIONS
TRAITS
BELIEFS

3
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irbGral OBJECtIVES

LEVEL 8
CONCEPTS

I. Develops an understanding of the
relationships between human beings
and their social and physical envi-
ronments in the past and present;
develops an.understanding of the
origins, interrelationships and
effects of beliefs, values, and
behavior patterns; and applies this
knowledge to new situations and data.

A. Acluires knowledge about social
organization.

. Identifies some groups that human
beings form (e.g., family, peer,
community, national, and inter-
national) and indicates some
reasons why these groups form.

. Identifies some preferences among
people that lead to group identi-'

ficat7on (e.g., common interest,
common heritage).

. Describes some of the functions of
groups s'Ich as family, neer, com-
munity, and national groups in
various cultures and indicates how
and why these functions change and
why they differ.

. Describes some of the funct'ons of
basin instit%tions ed1,-

cational,
care,

various cultures nrifi

and why these functions .

. Identifies "cultural urCverrls"
such as shelter, food, cc7Imuni-
cations, socialization, family
organization and religion; recog-
nizes that these "cultural univer-
sals" take different forms in
various cultures and that these

forms change over Vine.,

NATION
GOVERNMENT
COMMUNITY

CULTURE
ETHNOCENTRISM
RADICAL
MODERATE

SECURITY
PROTECTION/DEFENSE
FREEDOM
EQUALITY

TRADITIONS'

RIGHTS
FREEDOM
:QUALITY
LAW/ORDER

ETHNIC GROUPS
BELIEFS

CONSERVATIVE
REACTIONARY
BELIEFS

RIGHTS
IDENTITY
EDUCATION
CHANGE

JUSTICE
BELIEFS/IDEALS
GENERAL WELFARE
UNIONS

1.4
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KNOW' OAF OBJECTIVES
CONCEPTS

LEVEL 8
continued

6. Describes some of the basic pat-
terns of human settlement (e.g.,
nomadic, village, city) and de-
scribes similarities and differ-
ences between these patterns.

1B.

Acquires knowledge about the reid-
tionships,between human beings and
'social environments; understands
some of the effects of these rela-
tionships; and makes value judge-
ments about the consequences of
these relationships. .

1. Identifies and describes some
influences groups (e.g., family,
peer) and institutions have on
individual behavior and attitudes
(e.g., choice of clothes, food,
language, recreation, attitudes
toward other people and institu-
tions, and cultural perceptions).

. Identifies individuals and groups
whose efforts, ideas, or inven-
tions have -significantly affected
the lives of other,, human beings
and describes their contributions.

3. Describes major changes that have
occurred in the way people live or
work (including one's own life)
and explains what ideas and inven7.,
tions helped bring about these
changes.

4. Describes some ways ideas, customs
and inventions have been trans-
mitted and spread from one people
to another.

5. Describes some PaCtors that might
promote or inhibit change.

6. Describes some effects of popu-
lation density and growth on the

way people live.

<7,

URBAN/RURAL
URBANIZATION
SUBURB

COMPROMISE
COMMUNITY
RESPONSIBILITY
CONFORMITY/DIVERSITY
OBLIGATIONS

EXPANSION
CHANGE
INVENTION
DISCOVERY

MIGRATION
IMMIGRATION
TECHNOLOGY
REVOLUTION

NATION
TIME -

CHANGE

FREEDOM
ETHNOCENTRISM
IMMIGRATION
DIFFUSION
CULTURAL ISOLATION

REVOLUTION
TECHNOLOGY
CHRONOLOGY

DISCOVERY
CHANGE
TIME

MIGRATION; IMMIGRATION; EXPANSION; REVOLUTIONS
URBANIZATION; COMMUNICATION; TRANSPORTATION

MAJORITY/MINORITY; TRADITION; - ETHNOCENTRISM ;,

ENVIRONMENT; AUTHORITY; POWER; INSTITUTIONS

URBANIZATION CONFLICT; CAUSE/EFFECT; WORK;

DENSITY; IN4JSTRIALIZATION

sE
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KICNI/1 EIDCIA CAlECTIYES
CONCEPTS

LEVEL 8
continued

7. Explains and evaluates some ways
in which human resources have been
allocated, utilized and conserved
in the community, the nation-and
in other societies.

8. Gives examples of the achievements
and influences of various ethnic
groups on the development of a
particular culture.

C. Acquires knowledge about the rela-
tionships between human beings and
the physical environment; explains
some of these relationships; and
makes value judgements about the
consequences of these relationships.

1. Identifies the major features of
the physical environment.

2. Describes some ways human beings
have adapted to or modified their
physical environment and explains
some reasons for and some effects
of these changes.

3. Explains some effects of technology
(e.g., inventions and methods of
production) on the relationship
between human beings' and the
physical environment.

I. Explains and evaluates ways natural
resources have been allocated,
utilized, and conserved in the
community, regions, the nation
and other societies.

D. Acquires knowledge about decision-
making processes.

1. Gives exatrues of some decisions
made at home, in school, and in
peer groups which affect the indi-
vidual; identifies who makes these

GOODS AND SERVICES ENVIRONMENT
MARKET INSTITUTIONS
CAPITAL RESOURCES CONCERVATION

MAJORITY
MINORITY
MIGRATION

CONFLICT
CHANGE
DIVERSITY

NATURAL RESOURCES PHYSICAL PWATURES
ENVIRONMENT

NATURAL RESOURCES
CAUSE/EFFECT
URBANIZATION

DISCOVERY
CHANGE
WORK
DIVERSITY

-fe,

INDUSTRY
CHANGE`

POLITICAL BOUNDARIES

CHANGE
TIME
TECHNOLOGY

GOODS & SERVICES INDUSTRY
NATURAL RESOURCES POLLUTION
HUMAN RESOURCES
CAPITAL RESOURCES

POLLUTION
UNIONS
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Ktiowl Et) E oBJEcri8/ES
coNcEpTs

LEVEL 8
continued

decisions; deScribes how these
decisions have affected individual
behavior.

2. Identifies decisions made about the
production and distribution of
goods in community, state and
national situations and suggests
some reasons for,tpese decisions.

3. identifies some decisions made
aboutservices (e.g., protection,
health dare, transportatiqp) in
community, state, and national
situations and suggests some
reasons fox these decisions.

4. Explains the influence of geogra-
phic location, life style, adver-
tising, level of income, peer
pressure, and governmental actions
on consumer licisions and describes
individual or group actions taken
to protect the kconsumer.

5. Demonstrates knowledge of the
reasons for rules and laws within
a society.

6. Describes some of the reasons why
people form governments.

7. Identifies the structure and
function of government within
their scHool and Community.

8. Explains the formal and informal
relationships among the branches
Of the federal government.

9. Identifies the relationships
_among local, state and national
governments in terms of decision-
making.,

POWER GOVERNMENT RESPONSIBILITY,

RIGHTS 'CONFLICT COMPROMISE
REPRESENTATIVE RULES/LAW

NATURAL RESOURCES
INDUSTRIALIZATION
CAPIYAL
UNIONS
WORK

WORK
POLLUTION
WELFARE

EDUCATION
SOCIALIZATION

RULES
LAWS

JUSTICE
EQUALITY

CORPORATION
COST
DISCOVER
EXPANSION
MARKET TECHNOLOGY

URBANIZATION
EDUCATION

JUSTICE
FREEDOM

EQUALITY
. /,

FREEDOM CONFLICTS
RIGHTS

EXECUTIVE JUDICIAL
LEGISLATIVE. COMPROMISE

EXECUTIVE; LEGISLATIVE; JUDICIAL; FEDERALISM;
COMPROMISE; OBLIGATIONS; RIGHTS; DEMOCRACY;
CONSTITUTION; FEDERATION

FEDERALISM; COMPROMISE; MAJORITY/MINORITY;
LIBERTY; EQUALITY;' DEMOCRACY; CONSTITUTION;
INTERDEPENDENCE
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KNOW' rOGri OBJECTIVES
CONCEPTS

4IEVEL
continued

10. Describes ways in which individ-
uals or groups can support or
affect changes in decisions that
have been made.

11. Identifies situations (e.g.,
home, school, peer, community)
where individual or group partici-
pation in decision-making has been
affected by lack of opportunity
and suggests some ways of increas-
ing participation.

12. Identifies and explains factors
affecting political decision-
making by elected officials.

13. Identifies some factors which
have contributed to the economic
and political development of a
partiqular country and explains
how some of these factors are
related to the decision-making
process.

14. Identifies and explains some of-
,the political and economic inter-
actions among nations.

E. Acquires knowledge about conflict
and,the impact it has oil individual
and group relationships and makes
value judgments about these
relationships.

1. G4,n-s-e.xamples of qonflict with-
in and between groups (e.g.,

a family, peer, school, community,
national, cultural) and iden-
tifies some reasons for this .

conflict.

2. Describes ways people react to
conflict in family, peer, school,
community and national, situations.

REVOLUTION REPRESENTATION
COMPROMISE CHANGE

ETHNICITY
MINORITY GROUPS

COMPROMISE
JUSTICE

.RIGHTS
REBELLION

COMPROMISE
INS'n-TUTIONS
DIVERSITY
EXPANSION,
MIGRATION
NATURAL RESOURCES

TRADE MIGRATION
COMPROMISE IMMIGRATION

'WAR

TRADE
TRADITIONS

COMPROMISE
COOPERATION
FEDERALISM

RULES
LAWS
RIGHTS

POLITICS ,

POLITICAL PREFERENCE
TAXATION

DEMOCRACY

ETHNIC ISOLATION
DIFFUSION
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KNOW' EDGE CAJECTIVIS

LEVEL 8
CONCEPTS

. Describes ways conflict has been
handled in family, peer, school,
community and national situations
and evaluates the methods used
in handling such conflicts.

4. Explains how conflict may affect
relationships between individuals
and between groups of people.

5. Suggests constructive ways of
handling conflict situations.

F. Expresses awareness of some of the
beliefs and values expressed by
people and recognizes.that the times
and places in which people live
influence their beliefs, values
and behavior.

1. Identifies objects, feelings and
ideas important to people in
different times and explains why
some things are valued more in
some places'and tines than ,in
others.

2. Describes ways people express
their feelings and preferences
for objects and ideas.

3. Infers beliefs, values, and life-
styles from information about
the times and places in which
people live.

G. Demonstrates knowledge of ways
beliefs and values are transmitted,
in various cultures..

1. Compares .4 contrasts the ways
beliefs and values are transmitted
in their/Society with ways by
which beliefs and values are
transmitted in another society.

COMPROMISE
COOPERATION
ETHNIC DIFFUSION

WAR
REVOLUTION
CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE

COMPROMISE
COOPERATION

FREEDOM
EQUALITY
JUSTICE
RESPONSIBILITY

IMMIGRATION
MIGRATION

IDEOLOGIES

ETHNOCENTRISM
TRADITIONS
IDEOLOGIES

ISOLATION
FEDERALISM
DEMOCRACY

ISOLATION
DIFFUSION

DIFFUSION
INTERDEPENDENCE

RIGHTS
BELIEFS
VALUES

VIOLENCE
CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE

TRADITIONS

COMMUNICATION
TRANSPORTATION



KNOVI EDGE owEcTIYES
CONCEPTS

LEVEL 8
continued

2. Describes ways beliefs and values
are transmitted between cultures.

H. Acquires knowledge aboUt some of the
influences beliefs and values have
on relationships between people.

1. Gives examples of influences of
beliefs and values of members of
one's own family or peer group
and explains some of the possible
effects of these Influences.-

2. Compares and contrasts the beliefs
and values of two groups of people
and suggests the effects that the
similarities and differences in
beliefs and values may have on the
relationship between these two
groups.

3. Gives examples of differences in
beliefs and values that have
created a division between two
groups of people, ,identifies
alternative ways of dealing with
the situation and explains the
consequences of each alternative.

IMMIGRATION; MIGRATION; TRADITION; EXPANSION;
TECHNOLOGY; COMMUNICATION; TRANSPORTATION

JUSTICE
EQUALITY
FREEDOM
LIBERTY

CONFLICT
,ISOLATION

COMPROMISE
COOPERATION
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KNOWI EDGE A OBJECTIVES
CONCEPTS

LEVEL 9

. Develops an understanding of the
retationships between human beings
and their social and physical envi-
ronments in the past and present;
develops an understanding of the
origins, interrelationships and
effects of beliefs, -values, and
behavior patterns; and applies this
knowledge to new situations and data.

A. Acquires knowledge about social
organization.

1. Identifies sbme groups that human
beings form (e.g.', family, peer,
community, national, and inter-
national) and indicates some
reasons why these groups form.

. Identifies some preferences among
people that lead to group identi-
fication (e.g., common interest,
common heritage).

3. Describes some of the fUnctions of
groups such as family, peer, corn
munity, and national groups in ,

various cultures and. indicates how
and why these functions' change and
why they differ:-

4: Describes some of the functions of
basic institutions (e.g., edu-
cational, legal, religious,finan-
cial, health care, business) in
various cultures and indicates how
and why these functions change.

5. Identifies "cultural universals"
such as shelter, food, communi-
cations, socialization, family
organization and religion; recog-
nizes that these "cultural univer-
sals" take different forms in
various cultures and that these
forms change over time.

ETHNIC GROUPS
URBANIZATION
MIGRATION

SOCIALIZATION
POLITICAL GROUPS
URBAN SUB-CULTURE

ALLEGIANCE MINORITY GROUP
CITIZENSHIP PHILOSOPHY OF WELFARE
'CULTURAL TRADITIONS

FAMILY ROLES SPHERE OF INFLUENCE
JUVENILE STATUS GENERATION GAP
EVOLUTION OF WELFARE EXTENDED FAMILY

A

WELFARE METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT
INCOME DISTRIBUTION PROCESS OF LAW
REPRESENTATION , CONSUMER PROTECTION
POLITICAL JURISDICTION

4t
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t<101/1/111,DG'i, OBJECTIVES

LEVEL 9
continued in

6. Describes some of the basic pat-
-ferns of human settlement (e.g.,
nomatlic, village, city) and de-
scribes similarities and differ-
ences between these patterns.

B. Acquires knowledge about the.rela-
tionships between, human beings and
social environments; understands
some of the effects of these rela-
tionships; and makes value judge-
ments about the consequences of
these relationships.

1. Identifies and "describes .some
influences groups.(e.g., family,
peer) and institutions have on
individual behavior and attitudes
(e.g., choice of clothes, food,
language, recreation, attitudes
toward Other people and institu-
tions, and cultural perceptions).

2. Identifies individuals and groups
whose efforts, ideas, or inven-
tions have significantly affected
the lives of other human beings
and describes their contributions.

3. Describes major changes that have
occurred in the way people live or
work (including one's own life)
and explains what ideas and ven-
tions helped bring about t ese
changes. /'

L. Describes some ways ideas, customs
and inventions' have been trans-
mitted and spread from one people
to'another:

S. Describes some factors that might
promote or inhibit change.

6. Describes some effects of popu-
lation density and growth on the
way people live.

CONCEPTS

GHETTO y CONGESTION

PATTERNS OF URBAN SETTLEMENT MEGALOPOLIS,'
PATTERNS OF RURAL SETTLEMENT

O

SOCIETY/CRIME; DISCRIMINATION; ALLEGIANCE:
PURITANISM; AFFLUENCE/POVERTY; PUBLIC APATHY;
COMPROMISE CONSENSUS; POLITICAL POWER;
ORGANIZING FOR COURT'PROCEDURES; CONSUMER
PROTECTION; CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS;
ADVERTISING TECHNIQUES; DECEPTIONS

ETHNIC GROUPS

URBANIZATION

f

ETHNICITY

SOCIO/ECONOMIC CONFLICTS

CONGESTION URBAN SPRAWL PLANNING
PHYSICAL CROWDING REGULATION POLLUTION

4 0 _170_
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KNOW' EVA OBJECTIVES

LEVEL 9
continued

CONCEPTS

7. Explains and evaluates.some ways
in which human resources have been
allocated, utilized and conserved
in the community, the nation and
in other societies.

8. Gives examples of the achievements
and influences of various ethnic
groups on the development of a
particular culture.

C. Acquires knowledge about the rela-
tionships between human beings and
the physical environment; explains
some of these relationships; and
makes value judgements about the
consequences of these relationships.

1. Identifies the major features of
the physical environment.

2. Describes some ways human beings
have adapted to or modified their
physical environment and explains
some reasons for and' some effects
of these changes.

3. Explains some effects of technol-
ogy (e.g., 'inventions and methods
of production) on the relationship
between human beings and the
physical environment.

4. Explains and evaluates ways natu-
ral resources have been allocated
utilized, and conserved in the
community, Agions, the nation
and other societies.

D. Acquires knowledge about decision-
making processes.

1. Gives'examples of some decisions
made at home in school, and in
peer groups which affect the indi-

L_ vidual; identifies who makes these

DISCRIMINATION

ETHNIC DIFFUSION

ADAPTATION
ECOLOGY
POLLUTION/CONTROL

HABITAT UTILI'T'Y
MAGNETISM
CONFLICTS IN RESOURCE USE

MULTIPLE USE OF RESOURCES RIVER FLOW
ECONOW7CONSUMPTION POLLUTANTS
WASTE MANAGEMENT GROWTH
WATER BALANCE

TECHNICAL, POLITICAL,' SOCIAL, ECONOMIC SOLUTIONS
CONSERVATWN
SOCIAL COSTS
MAN'S USE OF FLOOD PLAINS
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rbGr% OBOCIPPS

LEVEL 9
CONCEPTS

decisions; describes how these
decisions have affected individual
behavior.

2. Identifies decisions made about
the production and distribution of
goods in community, state and
national situations and suggests
some reasons for these decisions.

3. Identifies some decisions made
about services (e.g., protection,
health care, transportation) in ,

community, state, and national
situations and suggests some
reasons for these decisions.

4. Explains the influence of geogra-
phic location, life style, adver-
tising, level of income, peer
pressure, and governmental actions
on consumer decisions and describes
individual or-group actions taken
to protect the consumer.

5. Demonstrates knowledge of the
reasons for rules and laws
within a society.

6. Describes some of the reasons
why people form governments.

7. Identifies the structure and
function of government within
their school and community.

8. Explains the formal and informal
relationships among the branches
of the federal government.

9. Identifies the relationships
among local, state and national
governments in terms of decision-
making.

SELF-CONCEPT
GOALS AND IDEALS
BUDGETING

GNP PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INTEREST
DEPRESSION BUSINESS CYCLE
RECESSION TRANSPORTATION/COMMUNICATION

LEGISLATIVE FUNCTION
LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
CREDIT/CHARGE ACCOUNT'
INSTALLMENT/REVOLVING CREDIT

DISCRIMINATION
AFFLUENT MIDDLE CLASS
POOR POWER
POVERTY CYCLE
ESTABLISHMENT
WELFARE

FAIR BARGAINS,
REWSESSIONS
BREACH OF CONTRACT
BUYER-SELLER

PROMISES/VERBAL/WRITTEN/IMPLIED; FRAUDULENT
PRACTICES; BUYER/SELLER; WELFARE; FAIR BARGAINS;
INTEREST/SIMPLE/UNPAID BALANCE/ADD-ON/DISCOUNT

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
PROCESS OF LAW

PUBLIC RIGHTS

LEGAL SYSTEM CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
LEGAL PROCESS JUDICIAL REVIEW
GOVERNMENTAL DUPLICATION

POLITICAL JURISDICTION CONSENSUS
POLITICAL POWER COMPROMISE

METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENTAL DUPLICATION
LEGISLATIVE FUNCTION/PROCESS

-39-
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DUN! EDGE OBJECTIVES
CONCEPTS

LEVEL 9
continued

10. Describes ways in which individ-
uals or groups can support or
affect changes in decisions that
have bepn made.

11. Identifies situations (e.g., home,
school, peer, community) where
individual or group participation -
in decision-making has been af-
fected by lack of opportunity and
suggests some, ways of increasing
participation.

12. Identifies and expliins factors
affecting political decision-
making by elected officials.

13. Identifies some factors which
have contributed to the economic
and political development of a
particular country and explains
how some of these factors are
related to the decision-making
process.

14. Identifies and explains some of
the political and economic inter-
actions among nations.

E. Acquires knowledge about conflict
and the impact it has on individual
and group relationships and makes

\value judgments about these
'Relationships.

1. lives examples of conflict within
and between groups (e.g., family,
peer, school, community, national,
cultural) and identifies some
reasons for this conflict.

2. Describes ways people react to
conflict in family, peer, school,
community4and national situations.

EQUALITY OF REPRESENTATION
SPHERE OF INFLUENCE

URBAN SUBCULTURE
PHYSICAL CROWDING
SECURITY INTEREST
PHYSICAL CROWDING

EVOLUTION OF WELFARE
AFFLUENCE
PATTERNS OF URBAN SETTLEMENT

CONFLICT
GROUPS
SOCIAL DARWINISM

MINORITY GROUPS

CONFLICT
COMPROMISE

COOPERATION:
APPEASEMENT (GIUP)
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KNOW!FrAF OBJECTIVES
CONCEPTS

LEVEL 9
continued

.3. Describes ways conflict has-been
handled in family, peer, school,
community and national situations
and evaluates the methods used in
handling such conflicts.

4. Explains how conflict may affect
relationships between individuals
and between groups of people.

'5. Suggests constructive ways of
handling, conflict situations.

F. Expresses awareness of some of the
beliefs and values expressed by
people and recognizes that the
times and places in which people
live influence their beliefs,
values and behavior.

1. Identifies objects, feelings and
ideas important to people in
different times and explains why
somethings are valued more in
some places and times than in
others.

2. Describes ways people express
their feelings and preferences
for objects and ideas.

3. Infers beliefs, values, and life-
styles from information about
the times and places in which
people live.

G. Demonstrates knowledge of ways
beliefs and values are transmitted
in various cultures.

1. Compares and contrasts the ways
beliefs and values are transmitted
in their society with ways by
which beliefs and values are
transmitted in another society.

COMPROMISE FAMILY ROLES
LEGAL SYSTEM/PROCESS WELFARE
ADAPTATION COOPERATION

k

FAMILY ROLES
PEER GROUP
STATUS

DISCRIMINATION
OBLIGATION

COMPROMISE; PEER GROUP; PHILOSOPHY OF,WELFAM
INTEREST GROUPS; POWER COURTS; COOPERATION

TRADITIONS
GOALS
IDEALS

COMPROMISE
IDOLIZATION
ADAPTATION

BELIEFS
LIFE STYLE

STATUS
CHANGE
TIME

CONSENSUS
ALLEGIANCE
AFFLUENCE.

BELIEFS/POLITICAL/SOCIAL/ECONOMIC
COMMUNICATION
TRANSPORTATION
ADAPTATION



KNOW' ;IA.; OW

LEVEL 9
continued

ECTIVIK'S

CONCEPTS

2. Describes Mays beliefs and values
are transmitted between cultures.

H. Acquires knowledge about some of the
influences beliefs and values have
on relationships between people.

1. Gives examples of influences of
beliefs and values of members of
one's own family or peer group
and explains some of the possible
effects of these influences.

2. Compares and contrasts the beliefs
and values of two groups of people
and suggests the effects that the
similarities and differences in
beliefs and values may have on.
the relationship between these
two groups.

3. Gives examples of differences in
beliefs and values that have
created a division between two
groups of people, identifies
alternative ways of dealing with
the situation and explains the
consequences of each alternative.

DIFFUSION
INTERDEPENDENCE

MIDDLE CLASS
MINORITY GROUPS
OBLIGATIONS
GOALS AND IDEALS'
ALLEGIANCE

MINORITY GROUPS
GOALS AND IDEALS
DISCRIMINATION
COOPERATION

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
GOALS AND IDEALS
DISCRIMINATION
COOPERATION
LEGAL SYSTEM
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SKIII at PROCESS orArarrivps
1

LEVEL 7-9
8 9

organize, and evaluate information

I.

Develops the compeitle!les to acquire,

for purposes of solving problems and
clarifying issues

A. Identifies the central problem in
a situation; identifies the major
issue in a dispute.

N

B. Applies divergent thinking in for-
mulating-hypotheses and general-
izations capable of being tested.

,

C. Identifies and locates sources of
information and evaluates the
reliability and relevance of these
sources.

1. Identifies and locates sources
of information appropriate to
the task (e.g., authorities or
resource people, books on sub-
ject, reference works, maps,
magazines, newspapers, surveys,
statistical data, experiments,
systematic observation, case
studies, personal experience,
fiction, radio, television,
artistic representations).

2. Distinguishes between relevant
and irrelevant sources.

3. Distinguishes"between reliable
and unreliable sources.

(2

. .

D. Demonstrates ability to use
reliable sourc f information.

1. Uses more than one source to
obtain information.

2. Develops questions. appropriate
for obtaining information
sources.

_,-
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SKII I & PROCESS (:).13J;r7IN/P6S........

f

LEVEL 7-9
continued 911, 8

.

3. Record observations and infor-
mation obtained from sources.

4. Identifies pointeof agreement
and disagreement among the
sources.

5. Evaluates the quality of the
available information.

t--.2

4

.

E. Organizes,analyzes, interprets
and synthesizes information

. obtained from various sources. .

1. Identifies central, elements
in information. %

2. Classifies information.

3. Distinguishes statements of
fact from statements of
opinion.

4. Distinguishes statements of
inference from statements of
fact.

- 5. Identifies stated opinions,
biases, and value judgments.

6. Differentiates between points
of vaew.

7. Recognizes logical errors.

8. Recognizes inadequacies or
omissions in information.

9. Makes inferences from,data.

10. Identifies cause and effect
relationships.

40

40

10

40

0

40

0

lk

40

, 0

41
,

0

4
11
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,Ki i a PROCESS oaorippc

LEVEL 7-9
continued O 8 9

11. Recognizes interrelationships
among concepts.

12. Summarizes information.

04

-011

F. Uses summarized information to
test, hypothesis, draw conclusions,
offer solutions to problems,
clarify issues, or make predic-
tions.

«

G. Validates outcome of investigation'

1. Tests solutions to problem or
issue when possible. '- il

2. Modifies solutions in light of
new factors or considerations.

3. Analyzes trends and modifies
predictions when necessarw.

.

0

111

.

A

0

that are involved in the choice

1

H. Appraises judgments and values

of a course of action.

1. Identifies and weighs conflict-
ing values which serve as
contradicting criteria for
judging courses of action.

2. Develops a set of criteria for
judging proposed courses of .

action in terms of actual and
projected consequences.

3. Applies the establihed cri-
teria to actual and projected
consequences of a proposed
course of action.

4. Selects and, defends a position
or course of action consistent
with the established criteria.

41-4

)
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AFFECTIVE OBJECTIVES.

LEVEL 7-9

III. Examipes own beliefs and values,
recognizes the relationship
between own value structure and
own behavior and develops human
i4elations skillC and attitudes
that enable one to act in the
interest of self and others; is
deVeloping a positive selfconcept.

ek

A. Expresses awareness of the charac- 6

teristics that give One identity.

1. Identifids the characteristics
of the individuals, groups,
institutions or associations
with which one identifies.

2. Identifies the similarities and
differences between one's own
characteristics and those of
the groups with which one
identifies.

(1

B. Expresses awareness of one's
goals (aspiration), the goals
of'the groups with which one
identifies and correlates those
goals.

1. Identifies one's own goals.

2. Identifies the gogls.of the
individuals, groups, institu-
tions or associations with
which one ".identifies.

O ttj 6 -46-



AFFECTIVE

continued

.

081 jitranyr.s
.,

.

0

.

8

,

.
%.

9

.

/

.

,

VP

N

,

i.
C. Expresses awareness of the rela-,

tive strengths of oneself and the
groups with which one identifies;
recognizes the societal barriers
to full development that may
exist; suggests ways of maxi-
mising one's effectiveness.

I

.

()

.

. .

1. Identifies one's strengths.,,

2. Identifies the strengths of the
groups, institutions and aisoci-
ations with which one identifies.

3 Identifies the relationship
between one's strengths and the
strengths of the groups with _

which one identifies.

.

4. Recognizes the societal bar-
riers to full development that
may exist.

5. Suggests ways of maximizing
one's effectiveness.

.

D. Examines own beliefs and values
and the relationship between
these and behavior.

1. Describes and explains own
/feelings and preferences about
people, beliefs and ways of life

2. Describes ways one expresses
own feelings and preferences

* about people, beliefs and ways
of life. *

3. Identifies and gives reasons
for one's own criteria for
'judgement of beliefs and
actions of other people.

4

/ 0 ,

.

-....

. 0

,

ii t;
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AFFECTIVE OBJECINES

LEVEL 7-9
continued

.14

1. Demonstrates a growing aware-
ness of responsibility for his
own behavior.

5. Demonstrates awareness of one's
own acts and of how they affect
others.

6. Describes own personal response
(action or attitude) to a dilem:
ma situation and the possible
consequences of the response tor'
self and others.

7. Identifies own beliefs and
values and those of others in a
.dilemma situation involving mem7
bers of family or peer groups.

8. Identifies alternative responses
to a dilemma situation, con-
siders the possible consequences
of these responses and selects
and defends a position.

E. Develops the human relations
skills and attitudes to com-
municate and interact with
others.

1. Has positive interactions with
individuals of all races, cul-
tures, religions, mental and
physical characteristics whet
presented with such opportu,
nities.

2. Respects the rights of others
to behave in humanistic ways

` congruent with their value
systems.

O

-48-
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AffrrlWr OBJECTIVES
0

.

. .

0

0 8 9

i

,

LEVEL
continued

3. Encourage others to express
their feelings and opinions.

4. Demonstrates understanding of
others' viewpoints and feelings.

5. Asks for clarifications and
elaboration of ideas of others.

I
-

ii. Provides emotional and intel-
lectual support for others.

t

F. Expresses awareness of the phys-
ical, intellectual and social
conditions of human beings and
suggests ways these can be im-
proved.

#
1. Expresses an interest in the

physical, intellectual and
social conditions of hi man
beings.

2. Suggests ways society can help
improve the condition of human
beings.

\-A
3. Suggests ways one Can personally

and practically help in im-
proving the conditions of
human beings.

0

G. Demonstrates a commitment p)
individuL and group rights and
acts in support of equal oppor-
tunity.

1. Demonstrates respect for the
rights'of other people and
indicates why such respect is
important.

56 -49-



1 AFFrelWr Oairr ilVr-C....

LEVEL 7-9 ,
continued 0 8

.

9

2. A'fs in support of the rules or
. laws of one's society; works

responsibly to-change those laws
which function unjustly.

3. Demonstrates an interest or wil-
lingness to act in supporting
open and equal opportunity and'
explains why this" is important.

h. Participates individually or
with others in removing legal,
social, educational and eco-
nomic obstacles to the full
development of individuals or
groups.

40

«

0
Q

.

.

. $

H. Demonstrates effective involve-
ment in social teraction.

.1. Participates in making decisions
at home, in school and in peer
groups. w

2. Participates in setting, plan-
ning, achieving and evaluating
the goals of the groups to which
one belongs.

3. Participates in .social and econ-
omic activities carried on in
own community.

.

.

ao
0

.

I. Is developing a positive feeling
about one's self.

-50-



KNowi EDGE oBjErrivEs

LEVEL 10 -12
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

CONCEPTS

Economics

,.

Anthropology Geography

%

eDevelops an understanding of the
relationships between human beings
and their social and physical envi-
ronments in the past and present;
develops an understanding of the
origins, interrelationships, and
effects of beliefs, values, and be-
havior patterns; and applies this
knowledge to new situations.

:....,

A. Acquires knowledge about
social organization.

-N.

UNIONS
CORPORATIONS
COOPERATIVES

SOCIAL/ECONOMIC
STRUCTURE_

.

I

.

1. Identifies some groups that
human beings form (e.g., family,
peer, community; national, inter-
national) and indicates some
reasons why and how these
groups form. .

2. Identifies some preferences
among people that lead to group
identification (e.g., common
interest, common heritage).

,g ...

3 Describes some of the functions
of groups such as family, peer,
community, national and inter-
national groups in various cul-
tures and indicates how and why
these functions change; gives
explanations of the consequences
of these changing functions.

ETHNIC GROUPS ,CONSUMERS
CULTURE GROUPS
FAMILY
NUCLEARVEXTENDED

FAMILY
KINSHIP
SOCIAL CENTER

GENETIC TRAITS
ETHNOCENTRIC
COMMUNITY
ACCULTURATION
CUSTOMS/TRAITS

LABOR UNIONS
CONSUMERS
CORPORATE

STRUCTURE

-52- f/A)



,

Political /
History Science Psychology Sociology

4

COMMUNITY POLITICAL PARTIES FORMAL/INFORMAL GROUPS SOCIAL CLASSES

'AMILY UNIONS SPECIAL BEING SOCIETY

LOBBIES CONFORMITY CLUBS

MAJORITY ORGANIZATIONS

MINORITY ...---s.

INTERDEPENDENCE RACIAL/ETHNIC GROUPS

TRADITION VALUES
CULTURE
CUSTOMS
SACRED/SECULAR
SOCIETIES

H'OMS/TRADITION DECISION-MAKING SECURITY SOCIAL CONTROL

DUCATION RIGHTS COOPERATION/CONFLICT NORMS

4,LTME/DEFENSE CHANGE BEHAVIOR MODIFICA- ROLES

t

TION/SOCIAL CODES 'CUSTOMS
SANCTIONS
LEADERSHIP

i
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KNOWI EDGE OBJECT IN/n

\ LEVEL 10-12
continued

CONCEPTS

Anthropology Economics Geography

4. Describes some of the functions of
basic institutions (e.g., edu-
cational, legal, religious, finan-
cial, health carer,Ausiness) in
various cultures and indicates how
and why these functions change.

SOCIAL INSTITU-
TION.

AUTHORITY
SPECIALIZATION
DIVISION OF
LABOR

4

FINANCIAL INSTI-
TUTIONS:
PUBLIC/PRIVATE

5. Identifies "cultural universals" SOCIALIZATION' NEEDS CHANGE

'such as shelter, food, communi- CONFLICT WANTS RATE

cations, socialization, family COOPERATIVE RESOURCES TIME

organization and religion; recog-
nizes that these "cultural univer-
sals" take different forms in
various cultures and that these
forms change over time.

LEADERSHIP
BEHAVIOR NORMS
ROLES
DIFFUSION
LANGUAGE

SCARCITY

RELIGION

6, Describes some of the basic SACRED/SECULAR CTIIES; VILLAGE

patterns of human settlement SOCIETIES URBANIZATION

(e.g., nomadic, village, city)
and describes similarities and
differences between these patterns,

DENSITY
MODERNIZATION
AREAL ASSOCIA-

TION

B. Requires knowledge about the
relationships between human beings
and social environment; under-
stands some of the effects of these
relationships; and makes value
,judgments about the consequences of
these relationships.

1

1. Identifies and describes some
influences groups (e.g., family,
peer) and institutions have on

.

ADVERTISING

individual behavior and attitudes
(e.g., choice of clothes, food,
language, recreation, attitudes
toward other people and insti-
tutions, and cultural perceptions).

ii

/
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History

'CULTURATION,

Political

Science

DECISION-MAKING
RULES/LAWS

POWER/AUTHORITY
STATUS
DEFENSE
COOPERATION
CONFLICT
COOPERATION*

SACRED/SECULAR
SOCIETIES

SCHOOL
RULES/LAWS
POWER

Psychology

LEARNING
CONDITIONING
ADAPTATION

INDIVIDUAL UNIQUENESS
DEFENSE MECHANISM
BEHAVIOR
VALUES
ADAPTATION
STIMULUS/RESPONSE
HABIT

SOCIAL SKILLS
BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION
PERCEPTION
SELF-ACTUALIZATION
VALUES

MATURATION/LEARNING

Sociology

SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS
SOCIAL ORDER
LEADERSHIP
LAWS
INFLUENCE
POWER

MORES
FOLKWAYS
SOCIAL MOVEMENT
DIVERSITY

URBANIZATION -
MIGRANT MOBILITY
POPULATION DENSITY
RURAL/URBAN

CUSTOM
LAWS
POWER
AUTHORITY
CONTROL
STATUS
DISCRIMINATION



,KMUNI FID .Gri CAJECTIYESIWO

LEVEL 10 -12
continued

CONCEPTS

Economics

4

,.,

Anthropology 4 Geography

2. Identifies individuals and groups INDIVIDUAL TECHNOLOGY

whose efforts, ideas, or inven-
tions have significantly affected
the lives- of other human beings
and describes their contributions.

INVENTOR
VIS-A-VIS
CORPORATE
STATE

MODERNIZATION

3.Describes major changes that have EVOLUTION EXCHANGE ECONOMY TECHNOLOGY-

occurred in the Way people live or REVOLUTION MARKET URBANIZATION

work (including one's own.iife)" AGRICULTURE MARKET ECONOMY MODERNIZATION

and explains what ideas and inven-
tions helped bring about these
changes.

i. Describes some ways ideas, customs;

DOMESTICATION
TIME

CULTURE

FREE ENTERPRISE

DISTRIBUTION - MIGRATION

and inventions have been trans- CONTACT IMPORT EXPORT - TRANSPORTATION

mitted and spread from one people CONQUEST TRADE COMMUNICATION

to another. MIGRATION DIFFUSION
TRADE

5. Describes some innovations (ides
or inventions) and explains hOw
these innovations have affected
social life.

TECHNOLOGY
MODERNIZATION'

6. Describes some factors that might ISOLATION SOCIO-ECONOMIC TECHNOLOGY

promote or i4hibit change, and CULTURAL'LAG STRUCTURE DIFFUSION

generalizes about their effect INSTITUTIONS - PHYSICAL

on society. GOVERNMENT BARRIERS
PRIVATE ECONOMIC PHYSICAL
ADVANTAGE FEATURES

7. Describes and evaluates some of
-the effects of population density
and growth on the way people live.

CLIMATE; DENSITA
SPATIAL
DISTRIBUTION

8. Explains and evaluates some ways
.

DISTRIBUTION ENVIRONMENT -

human resources have been allo- OUTPUT 4 CITY
cated, utilized and conserved in NECESSITY TECHNOLOGY

the community, the nation and in
other societies.

, ,LUXURY

9. Gives examples of some effects on CHANGE DIFFUSION

social institutions that may
result from contact between
cultures.

DIVERSITY TRANSMISSION
RATE
COMMUNICATION
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History

Pu Rica!

Science Psychology Sociology

"PROGRESS"
TECHNOLOGY
ENCULTURATIoN

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
CONQUEST
COLONIZATION
"PROGRESS "

COMMINICATION-
REVOLUTION'

COLONIZATION
MIGRATION /IMMIGRATION

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
INVENTION

fr

CUSTOMS/TRADITIONS
INSTITUTIONS
ULES/LAWS

URBANIZATION
INTERDEPENDENCE

'REE ENTERPRISE
LFARE

ONSERVAT ION

RANGE
OLERANCE
NSTITUTIONS
°OPERATION
'PROGRESS"

'NCULTURATION

LEADERS
INVENTION

REVOLUTION

COMMUNICATION
IMPERIALISM
TRADE
COOPERATION

AGENTS OF SOCIAL
CHANGE

a

SCIENTIFIC METHODS

INTELLIGENCE
BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION
ADAPTATION

MATERIAL/NON-MATERIAL
CULTURE

CULTURAL BORROWING

COMMUNICATION
MOBILITY
SOCIAL INTERACTION
SOCIAL MOVEMENT

SCIENTIFIC METHODS

CONFORMITY
SOCIAL DISORGANIZATIO

PRIMARY GROUP
SECONDARY GROUP
SPECIALIZATION

CULTURAL DIFFUSION
DIVERSITY
CONFLICT

G o



KNOWI RAE OBJECTIVES
CONCEPTS

LEVEL 10-12
continued Anthropology Economics Geography

10.. Explains how various ethnic groups
(both within and outside a society)
have contributed to the develop-
ment of a particullar culture.

C. Acquires knowledge about the
relationship between human beings
and the physical environment;
explains some of the effects of
these relationships; and makes
value judgments about the conse-
quences of-these relationships.

1. Identifies the major features of
the physical environment and knows
some of the general character-
istics of regions and regional
patterns in the world.

2. Describes ways human beings have
adapted to or modified their
physical environment; explains
some reasons for these changes;
describes and evaluates the ef-
fects of such changes.

3. Explains and evaluates some
eaects of technology (e.g., in-
ventions and methods of production)
on the relationship between human
beings and the physical environ-
ment.

Iii. Explains and evaluates ways in
which natural resources have been
allocated, utilized, and conserved
in the community, regions, the
nation and in other societies.

ENVIRONMENT
INTERDEPENDENCE

ADAPTATION
CULTURE CONTACT
CULTURAL

DIFFUSION

MATERIAL CULTURE
AGRICULTURE
DOMESTICATION .

RESOURCES-RAW
MATERIAL
CAPITAL
MARKETS

PRODUCTION
INDUSTRIALIZA-

TION
SPECIALIZATION

INDUSTRIALIZA-
TION

-SPECIALIZATION
EXCHANGE--TRADE
INCOME DISTRI-
BUTION

PHYSICAL
FEATURES
REGIONS
CLIMATE
MAPS
PROJECTIONS
OCEAN CURRENTS

LAND USE PATTER
URBANIZATION
SPATIAL INTER-
ACTION

AREAL ASSOCIA-
TION

TECHNOLOGY
URBANIZATION
COMMUNICATION
TRADE
LAND USE
PATTERNS

CU
TR
CU
MI
DI

?AND USE PATTERN
VODERNIZATIoN
etREAL ASSOCIA-

TION
TECHNOLOGY
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KNOW I:Drgh OBJECTIVES
...

.

LEVEL 10-12
continued . .

.

(

CONCEPTS

.

.

Economics

,

Anthropology
.

Geography

D. Acquires knowledge about decision-
making processes.

SANCTIONS
ROLES
NORM'

1. Gives examples of some decisions
made at home, in school, in peer
groups, or at work which affect
the individtial; identifies who %

makes these decisions and descr101g
how these decisions have affected
individual behavior.

.

.

2. Identifies decisions made about SPECIALIZATION PRODUCTION DIS-
the production and distribution of DIVISION OF TRIBUTION;
goods in community, state, nations
and international situations;

LABOR

\\.

EXCHANGE; FREE
ENTERPRISE

suggests some reasons for these
decisions and indicates possible
e'fects of these decisions..

SYSTEM; DIVISIO'
OF LABOR; MAR -

KET OUTPUT;
NN SUPPLY-DEMAND;

_ I. :HIP;

BUYING; ,1 LING
3. Identifies some decisions made

about services (e.g., protection,
health care, transportation) in
community, state, national and
international. situations; suggests
some reasons for these decisions
and indicates possible effects on
these decisions.

DISTRIBUTION;
SUPPLY /DEMAND

CONTROLS;
TARIFFS; SUBSIDY
TAX; LAISSE-FAIRi
MONOPOLY..

L. Explains -ale influence of geogra-

,

_:'ONTROLS

phic location, life style, adver-
.
SUBSIDY.

tising, level of income, peer TAXES
r

pressure, and governmental action
on consumer decisions; describes
and evaluates individual or group

, PATENT
:OPYRIGHT
_,ITING STANDARD'

actions taken to protect the
consumer.

,4ONOPOLY

5. Demonstrates :mowledge of the
reasons for rules and laws with-
in a society.

,;ANcTION"

AUTHORITY

-56- °
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RULES
LEADERSHIP

,

TRADE -,-

INTERDEPENDENCE
COOPERATION --

.

,INSTITUTIONS
WELFARE-

.

t.
.

.

. .

.

.

, 0' .-

.

RULES.
I LAW,

CUSTOMS
TRADITIONS ,:'-'

.

,

,4

DECISION-MAKING,
LEADERS

TRADE
COOPERATION

(
o

DECISION- MAKING ''''

.

.
.

, .

r-.

LOBBIES'
INFLUENCE 4 . '

CONSUMER ORGANIZA-
TIONS .

o

,..

a

.

ANARCHY
RULES
LAWS

.

,

,

TESTS/MEASUREMENTS
PREDICTION - CONTROL

.

.

p .

.

.

-
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

i

. .

VALUES
INTERDEPENDENCE

.,.

1

HUMAN -

ECOLOGY
.

.

.

NORMS
SANCTIONS

,

.

-

%

.

Uzi



KWAVI EDGE OBJECTIVES
CONCEPTS

LEVEL 10-12
continued Anthropology Economics Geography

6. Describes some of the reasons
why people form governments.

7. Identifies-the structure and
function of government within
their school and community.

111.

8. Identifies the rights_ofthe
individual as expressed in the
United States Constitution and
explains the importance of these
rights in public and private
decision-making.

9. Explainsthe formal and informal
relationships among the branches
of the federal government and
analyzes the importance. of these
relationships in decision-making.

10. Identifies the changing relation-
ships in the division of power
between local, state and national
governments and analyzes some
effects these relationships have
onthedecision-making process.

11. Identifies specifiC intempsts of
some of the major economic, social
and political organizations in the
United States and describes some
influences these groups have on
the decisionrmaking'process.

12..Compares, contrasts and evaluates
ways individuals or groups can
support or effect changes in
_decisions that have been made.

CULTURE
CONTACT
LEADERSHIP

RULES
AUTHORITY
SANCTIONS

O

U.S. TREASURY
FEDERAL RESERVE
SYSTEM;
CONGRESS; FDIC;
COUNCIL OF
ECONOMIC
ADVISORS

DEPT. OF LABOR

GOT

RIC

GOT

TRH

RI(

CO1

DEl

FED

IN

IN

LA



History

Political

Science

'ERNMENT

HTS

'ERNMENT
ATOMS

IDITIONS

1HTS

18TITUT_TON

10CRACY

)ERALISM

rEREST GROUPS

TEBE[,T GROUPS

GOVERNMENT
INTERDEPENDENCE
DEFENSE
SOVEREIGNTY
REPRESENTATION

BIGHTS
DUE PROCESS
SUFFRAGE

CHECKS/BALANCES
COMMITTEE ETHICS
POLITICAL PARTIES

FEDERALISM
POWER

LOBBIES
INFLUENCE/ZWER
('LASS STRUCTURE

DECISION -SA KING

POWER /INFLUENCE
COOPERATION'
REPRESENTATION

SUFFRAGE

Psychology Sociology

SOCIAL ORDER



Er)Gar: ottliv.:718/11:S

CONCEPTS
LEVEL 10 -12

continued Anthropology Economics Geography

13. Identifies situations (e.g., home,
school, peer groups, community,
national, international) where
individual or group participation
in decision-making has been
affected by lack of opportunity;
suggests and evaluates Ways of
increasing participation.

14. Identifies and explains factors
affecting political decision-
making by elected officials.

15. Identifies some factors (e.g.,
lack or distortion of data, no
clear cause and effect relation-
ship, impact of time, conflict of
values) that make political and
economic decision-making processes
difficult and uncertain.

16. Compares and contrasts decision-
making processes of democratic and
totalitai-ian political systems and
socialistic and capitalistic econ-
omic systems.

4

17. Identifies major facts which have
contributed to the economic and
political development of a partic-
ular country; explains how some of
these factors have influenced the
decision-making process.

INFLATION
DEPRESSION
DEFLATION
GROWTH
RECESSION

FREE ENTERPRISE
SYSTEM
SOCIALISM
CAPITALISM
FACISM

RESOURCES;
SKILLS; CAPITAL;
LABOR; SCARCITY;
NEEDS/WANTS;
SOCIALISM;
CAPITALISM.

-58 -.



History Science Psychology Sociolo

INSTITUTIONS
CUSTOMS
TRADITIONS

TIME'

DECISION-MAKING
DATA

DATA
TIME

IDEOLOGY
GOVERNMENT

NATURAL RESOURCES
DIFFUSION
COMPROMISE

CORRUPTION
COMMUNICATION
POWER
REPRESENTATION

COMPROMISE
OBLIGATION
LOBBIES; ETHICS
CONSTITUENTS
SOCIOjECONOMIC
STRUCTURE

COMMUNICATION
CONFLICT
INFORMATION
TIME
SOCIO-ECONOMIC
STRUCTURE

TOTALITARIANISM
DEMOCRACY; POLITICAL
SYSTEMS; RIGHTS;
FREEDOM; ECONOMIC
SYSTEMS;
IDEOLOGY;
RESPONSIBILITIES

CHANGE
INTERDEPENDENCE
INDUSTRIAL
POST-INDUSTRIAL STATE

MULTIPLE CAUSATION
ALTERNATIVE RESPONSE

A

70



KNOW' ErArl OBJECTIVE
CONCEPTS

LEVEL 10-12
continued Anthropology Economics Geography

18. Identifies and explains some of
he political andeconomic inter-

actions among nations.

19. Identifies some systems that
various nations have developed to
involve the gdneral population in
decisiontnaking and describes how
.these systems have evolved over

time.

20. Explains how an analySis of the
political and economic decision-
making processes employed in the
past can help in making decisions
about the future.

E. Acquires knowledge about conflict
and the impact it has on individual
and group relationships and makes
value judgments about these
relationships.

:L. .1d04Xifies potential sources of
conflict in groups (e.g., family,
peer, school, community, national

and international).

2. Identifies specific-situations in

the community, national and inter-
national areas where there is
potential or actual conflict;
explains some reasons for the
conflict; predicts the conse-
quences of the conflict.

IMPORT-EXPORT.;

CUSTOMS; TRADE;
TRANSPORTATION;
BALANCE OF TRADE

SOCIALISM
CAPITALISM
COMMUNISM
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1

.

Sociology

WAR/CONFLICT; CONFLICT/WAR
ALLIANCES; TRADE; DEFENSE; COOPERATION
COLONIZATION; ALLIANCES
IMPERIALISM; COMPRO- DIPLOMACY

1 MISE; COOPERATION BOUNDARIES

1 POLITICAL PARTIES DEMOCRACY
TRADITION POLITICAL SYSTEMS

INFLUENCE CHANGE
PROPAGANDA

_

REPRESENTATION

1 HISTORY CHANGE
CHANGE THEORY

[ ROLE PROPAGANDA -

[ POLITICAL PARTIES
F t

1

CONFLICT CONFLICT SELF-ESTEEM
LOBBIES DEVIANT BEHAVIOR
IDEOLOGIES PERSONALITY
POWER SOCIAL CODES

0
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STRUC- INSTINCT

TURE

CONFLICT/WAR POWER
A

SELF-INTEREST IDEOLOGIES
POWER WAR; COOPERATION
ETHNOCENTRISM ALLIANCES; RIGHTS
CUSTOMS COMPETITION 1

TRADITIONS IMPERIALISM
NATIONALISM
REVOLUTION



KNOW' EDGE OBJECTIWS

BEVEL 10-12
continued

CONCEPTS

Anthropology Economics Geography

3. Identifies ways people react to
conflict in family, peer, school,
community, nati,lial and inter-
national situations and evaluates
those reactions.

L. Identifies ways conflict has been
handled in family, peer, school,
community, national, and inter-
national situations and evaluates
the methods used in handling such
conflict.

5. Explains how conflict may affect
relationships between individuals
and between groups of people.

6. Suggests constructive ways of
handling conflict situations.

F% Expresses awareness of some of the
beliefs and values expressed by
people and recognizes that the time

and places in whi h pepple live
influence their liefs, values

and behaviors.

1. Identifies objects, feelings and
`ideas important to people in
different places and at different
times and explains why some things
are valued more in some places and

times than in others.

C

2. Describes ways people express their
feelings and preferences for
objects and ideas.
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History

Political

Science Psgchology Sociology

IONALISM WAR
TIER COOPERATION
'EASEMENT ALLIANCES
MISSION APATHY
LANCES NATIONALISM
PERATION 4 ETUNOCENTRISM

BMISSION
EASEMENT

OPERATION
VOLUTION
MPROMISE

LIANCES

OPERATION
MPROMISE

4

GIONALISM
CTIONALISM
OVINCIALISM
AliNIZATION

vIoNALTsm
fTIONALISM
OVINCIALIN

POWER
DIPLOMACY
DUE PROCESS

CHANGE
LEADERSHIP

DECISION-MMNG.
CONFLICT
MANAGEMENT

IDEOLOGIES
SOCIETY.
RELIGION

RULES/LAW
COMMUNICATION
CONSUMER ACTION
POLITICAL DEMONSTRA-

TION

GRIEVANCE

MATURATION
LEARNING

STIMULUS/RESPONSE
SENSES
EMOTION
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LEVEL 10 -12
continued

.

CONCEPTS

/

.

Economics

q.......

Anthropology Geography

3. Infers beliefs, values, and life-
styles from inforpation about the
times and places in which people
live.

-.

(

-

DIFFUSION
DISPERSION
AREAL ASSOCIA-
TION

RATE - TIME

INTERACTION
CHANGE

AG
IA

UK

PT
Ml

SC

AC

IA

UT

AC

All

T

El

AC

UI

17

PC

,--

G. Demonstrates knowledge of ways
beliefs and values are transmitted
in various cultures.

.

1. Compares and contrasts the ways
beliefs and values are trans-
mitted in another society.

2. Describes ways beliefs and values
are transmitted between cultures.

v

H. Acquires knowledge about some of
the influences beliefs and values
have on relationships between

[
people.

1. Gives examples of influences of
beliefs and values of members of
one's own family or peer group
and explains some of the possible
effects of these influences.

,

2. Compares and contrast the beliefs
and values of two groups of people
and suggests the effects that the
similarities and differences in
beliefs and values may have on
the relationship between these
two groups.

.

I
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TRA T ION

COOPERATION
COMMUNICATION
DECISION- MAKING

TRADE
PROPAGANDA
COMMUNICATION

IDEOLOGIES
RELIGION
SOCIAL-ECONOMIC
STRUCTURE
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INDIVIDUALITY
BEHAVIOR
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LEVEL 10 -12
continued

Nolo 'ma ...

CONCEPTS
.

.*

Economics

0

Anthropology

0

Geography

3. Gives examples of differences in
beliefs and values that have
created a division between two
groups of people, identifies alter-
native ways of dealing with the

situation and explains the conse-
quences of each alternative.

4

..,'

1

. .

5,

,

w
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IDEOLOGIES
TOTALITARIANISM
DEMOCRACY
RELIGION
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LEVEL 10-12

0
.

Develops the competencies to acquire,
. organize, and evaluate information

for purposes of solving problems and
' clarifying issues.

:,

A. Identifies the central problem in
a situation; identifies the major
issue in a dispute.

. ,

1. Clarifies vague and ambiguous
terminology.

2. Distinguishes among definitional,
value, and factual issues in a
dispute. . ---ad--44

B. Applies divergent thinking for
formulating hypotheses and gener-
-alizations capable of being tested.

,- .

0

C. Identifies and locates sources of
information and evaluates the
reliability and relevance of
these sources.

1. Identifies and locates sources
of information appropriate to
the task (e.g., authorities or
resource people, books on a sub-
ject, reference works, maps,
magazines,, newspapers, fiction,
radio, television interviews,
surveys, experiments, statisti-
cal data, case studies, system-
atic observation, personal ex-
periences, artistic representa-
tions, fiction).

2. Distinguishes between relevant
and irrelevant sources.

3. Distinguishes between reliable
and unreliable sources. ' .

.

.
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SKILL at PROCESS OBJECTIVES

LEVEL 10-12
continued p

b. ,Demonstrates ability to use reli-
able sources of-i-nformation.

1. Uses more than one source to
'obtain information.

2. Develops questions appropriate
for7%btaining information from
sources..

3. Record obseryations and informs-
, tion obtained from squrces.

4. Identifies points of agreement
and disagreement among the
ources.

Eiraluates the' quality of the
'available information.

E. Organizes, analyzes, interprets
and synthesizes informatigp
obtained from various sources.

a-

1..Identifie§"centAl elements
information.- ,

2. C, ifies information
3. Distinguisshes statements of

.1"aci'from statements of opinion.
Distinguishes statements of °

inference from statements of fact
C. Identifies stated opinions,

biases and value judgments.
6 Differentiates hettimen noints

of view.
7. Recognizes log al errors.
8. Recognizes In eeuacies or

dmissioOns in information.
9. .Makes inferences from date.

. 10. ,IdentifLeS cause and effect
relationships.

il. Recognizes interrelationships
among concepts.

12. Identifies'nature of sample.
13. Identifies stated and unstated

_ .assumptions.
Snmmaiizes information.

0

9

4

-64-
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LEVEL 10-12
P

. .

continued
.. , 0

,.,

4111

.

.

.

4111)

.

t
F. Uses summarized information to test

hypothesis, draw conclusions, offer
solutions to problems, clarify
issues or make prpdictions.

.

.

,

. Validates outcome of investigation.

1. Teets solutions to probleth or
issue when possiblk

,2. Modifies solutionstnq light of
new factors or considerations.

3. Analyzes trends and modifies
predictions when necessary.

40
4

40

_

%

U. Appraises judgments and values '
that are involved in the choice of
a course of action.

1. Identifies and weigh conflict-
ing values which serve as contra-
dicting criteria for judging
courses of action.

2. Develops'a set of criteria for
1 judging proposed courses of

action in terms of actual and
projected consem, cet.

3. Appliet the establ ed criteria
to actual 'and proji ,ed conse-
quences of a proposec)course
of action. l

h. Selects and defends a position,
or course of action consistent
with the established criteria.

.

, .

I

.
.

%

.

.

40

40 .

0i

a

Q.

1
1

.

.

.

ft

o

.
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LEVEL 110 -12

10 . el
Examine6 own beliefs and values, recog-
nizes the relationship between Chin

value structure and own behavior and
develops human relations skills and
attitudes that enable one to act in the
interest of self and others; is level-
aping a nositive self- concept.

.

.

.

1.

A: Expresses awareness of the charac-
teristics that give one identity.

1: Identifies the characteristics
of the individuals, groups,
institutions, or associations
with which one identifies.

2. Identifies the characteristics
of the groups, institutions or
associations with which one
identifies. ,,

3. Identifies t e similarities and
differe ces etween one's own
characte i ics and those of the
groups w't which one identifies

.

4

J

.

3

.

B. Expresses awareness of one's goals
(aspiration), the goals of the
groups with whiCh one identifies
and correlates those goals.

1. Identifies one's own goals.
2. Identifies the goals of the

individuals, groups, instil
tutions or associations with
which one' identifies.

.

,

6

.

.

.

.

1
g

1

.
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co
C. Expresses awareness of the relative

strengths of oneself and the groups
with which one identifies; recog-
nizes the societal barriers to
full development that may exist;
suggests ways of maximizing one's
effectiveness.

1. Identifies one's strengths. .._ .

2. Identifies the strengths of the
groups, institutions and associ-
ations with which one identifies

3 Identifies the relationship
between one's strengths and the
strengths of the groups with
whichone identifies.

4. Recognizes the societal barriers
to full development that may
exist.

5. Suggests ways of maximizing
one's effectiveness.

D. Examines own beliefs and values
and t<he relationship between these

1

and behavior.

1. Describes and explains own
feelings and preferences about
people, beliefS.and ways of life.

2. Descr::*ay's:briexpresses own .

fqelings:andpreference6aboUt .

peoPlebeliefs and ways of life.
3. Ident4fies and eVes reasons .

foryOnela own criteria for judg-
ment*bfbeliefs and actions of

. -,,
other:people and fotAudgment /,

of oWn beliefs and a0.i.Ons.
4. Demonstrates a grown t aware-

ness of responsibility for his
own behavior.

5, Deppnstrates awarenessoftone's
own acts and,of.how they
affect others.

.
.

i
,

_
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AFFECTIVE rAirr'ellVin

LEVEL 10 -12
continur 10 41) _ ID

,

6. Describes own personal response
(action or attitude) to a dilemma
situation and the possible conse-
quences of the response to self
and others.

7. Identifies own beliefs and values
and those of others in a dilemma
situation involving members of
family or peer groups.

8. Identifies alternative responses
to a dilemma situation, considers
the possible consequences of
those responses and selects and
defends a position.

.....

_.

....

4

,)

)

.

v

.

l

0

4P.
.

E. Develops the human relations skills
and attitudes to communicate and
interact with others.

1

1. Has positive interactions with
individualsindividuals of all races, afil
tures, religions, 'dental and
physical characteristics when
presented with such opportunities.

2. Respects the rights of others to
behave in humanistic ways con-
gruent with their value systems.

3. Encourage °Viers to express
their feeliEgs and opinions.

4. Demonstrates understanding of
others' viewpoirits and feelings.

-

40

,

.F. Expresses awareness of the physical,
intellectual and social conditions
of human beings and suggests ways
these can be improved.

1. Expresses an interest in the
physical, intellectual and
social conditions of human
beings. .

.

.
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LEVEL 10 -12
continued 10 0
2. Suggests ways society can help

improve the condition of human
beings.

3. Suggests ways one can personally
and practically help in improving
the conditions of human beings.

G. Demonstrates a commitment indivi
dual and group rights and acts in4
support of equal opportunity.

1. Demonstrates respect for the moral
and legal rights and basic free-
doms of other people and indicates
why such respect is important. '

2. Acts in support of the rules or
laws of one's society; works
responsibly to change those laws
which function unjustly.

3. Demonstrates an interest or
willingness to act in supporting
open and equal opportunity and

.

.

.

explains why this is important.
L. Participates individually or with

others in removing legal, social,
educational and economic obstacles
to thet4ull development of indivi-
duals or groups.

H. Demonstrates effective involvement
in social interaction.

1. Participates in making decisions
at home, in school, in peer groups
or at work.

2. Participates in setting, planning,
achieving and evaluating the goals
of the groups to which one belongs.

3. Participates in social, political
and economic activities carried on
in own community.



'AFFECTIVE at irrTIVPS

LEVEL 10 -12
continued

. Participates individually or with
others in removing legal, social,
educational and,economic obstacles
to the full development of indivi-
duals or groups.

. Is c4lieloping a positive feeling
about one's self.

-70-
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